The Georgia PGA Board of Directors has ratified the following amendment to the Tournament Rules policy on shorts. This change in policy will take effect immediately starting with the Georgia PGA Championship on August 31 - September 2 at Sea Island GC.

Shorts will be allowed at the Section Championship.

**Georgia PGA Section Tournaments (to include Chapters & Divisions):**

**Players:**

While on the host facility property, players shall present a neat appearance in both clothing and personal grooming in accordance with the dress code of the facility.

**Tournament, Practice, and Pro-Am Rounds:**

All Male participants (PGA Members and Associates, Non-PGA Professionals and Amateurs) may wear slacks or, with the approval of the Host Facility and without objection from the tournament sponsor, wear shorts* anywhere on Club property. No Male Professional (PGA & Non-PGA) participant will be allowed to play a Tournament round inappropriately attired.

*Shorts will be a Bermuda style with solid traditional colors (no cargo, board, tennis or denim) at a length no shorter than slightly above the knee.

Female PGA participants may wear culottes, walking shorts or golf skirts, which constitute acceptable clothing worn by women in connection with participation in professional golf tournaments.
Caddies (Currently caddies are not allowed in Georgia PGA Events due to Covid-19 restrictions):

While on the host facility property, caddies may wear either long pants or tailored solid colored knee length shorts. Blue jeans, cutoffs, T-shirts or shirts with no collar shall not be worn. Smooth rubber sole shoes are required. Golf shoes with traditional metal or soft spikes are prohibited. *Shorts will be a Bermuda style with solid traditional colors (no cargo, board, tennis or denim) at a length no shorter than slightly above the knee.